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Figure 1. Designers use more than sketches and annotations to express intent. Our observational study revealed three main ways (along with speech) in
which designers express intent: (a) on-the-surface “pointing” actions to indicate parts of a design, (b) above-the-surface gestures with fingers or pencils
to show movement, shape, or area, and (c) away-from-the-surface gestures, using their hands or other objects as proxies for components or assemblies.

ABSTRACT
Sketches are much more than marks on paper; they play a
key role for designers both in ideation and problem-solving
as well as in communication with other designers. Thus, the
act of sketching is often enriched with annotations, references,
and physical actions, such as gestures or speech—all of which
constitute meta-data about the designer’s reasoning. Conven-
tional paper-based design notebooks cannot capture this rich
meta-data, but digital design notebooks can. To understand
what data to capture, we conducted an observational study of
design practitioners where they individually explore design
solutions for a set of problems. We identified sketching and
non-sketching actions that reflect their exploration of the de-
sign space. We then categorized the captured meta-data and
mapped observed physical actions to design intent. These
findings inform the creation of future digital design notebooks
that can better capture designers’ reasoning during sketching.
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INTRODUCTION
Design is not just a mental process for the designer: it also
involves physical actions, such as drawing depictions on pa-
per, making movements of a pencil or hands without creating
physical depictions, and looking at existing depictions to in-
terpret them [38]. These physical actions give insight into the
designer’s thought process, and help other collaborators (and
sometimes the designers themselves) understand the rationale
behind their decisions. The design notebook is typically the
designer’s medium of choice for recording ideas. However,
paper notebooks can only capture actions that mark the paper,
i.e. the depictions themselves. With the recent proliferation of
handheld computing devices, there is a rising trend in digital
applications to replace the design notebook, but these tend
to still mostly emulate paper without fully transcending the
medium to also capture the rationale behind the pen marks.

Hand-held personal computing devices such as smartphones
and tablets are typically used as digital design notebooks by
using their touch screen as a proxy for paper, along with the
user’s finger, a capacitive touch pen, or a dedicated stylus as a
substitute for a pencil. However, these devices are capable of
much more than capturing depictions on “paper.” Studies of
design processes have shown that the act of design ideation is
multimodal in nature: designers sketch on paper, point to or
gesture over parts of their sketch, and speak to describe their
ideas, raise questions, and evaluate ideas. Capture of design-
ers’ actions has typically involved using overhead cameras that
can record the sketches as well as the designers’ movements,
which requires cumbersome equipment. When considering
digital interfaces to capture these modes of interaction, stud-
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ies have suggested that encouraging and capturing speech
while sketching was useful as it kept visual attention on the
sketch, at the same time allowing the designer to convey useful
information [14]. Recent developments in personal comput-
ing devices have made speech-based interfaces commonplace
thanks to digital voice assistants such as Alexa, Cortana, and
Siri. Additionally, research directions in HCI have explored
the combination of touch and in-air gestures on hand-held
devices [9], the use of above-the-surface sensing to anticipate
user interactions [21], and the use of 3D input with a custom
stylus that enables spatial interactions around a device [46].
Still, these novel technologies have yet to be employed for
capturing meta-data and design rationale. Part of the reason
for this gap in the literature may be that it is still not clear
which meta-data to capture, and how to present it back to the
designer to best support the creative process.

In order to exploit the growing sensory capabilities of hand-
held devices in ways that aid the design process, one needs
to first understand designers’ actions and underlying intents.
In this paper, we address this need by conducting an observa-
tional study of 6 experienced practitioners engaged in design
ideation tasks. We focus on individual designers rather than
teams, as we are interested in what actions of designers can
be used to store their ideas. Participants followed a think-
aloud protocol, exploring solutions to a given design problem
using a traditional pen-and-paper medium. We video and
audio-recorded the participants, and qualitatively coded all
occurrences of physical actions: actions that produced marks
on paper (such as sketching and annotating), as well as actions
that did not (such as pointing and gesturing). We also coded
all occurrences of the designer’s intent, which referred to what
the designer was trying to do: searching for solutions, describ-
ing a design solution, or analyzing a design. By identifying
co-occurrences between the designer’s intent and the physical
actions, we determine the actions designers use to express
their intent. Based on this intent-to-action mapping, and based
on our observations from the study, we then formulate a set of
implications for those seeking to create the next generation of
digital design notebooks that offer rich interaction modalities.

The contributions of this paper are: (1) a review of research
in design methods and digital support for design to identify
potential research areas to capture and record designers’ intent,
(2) a map of designers’ actions to designers’ intent based on
observational studies conducted with design practitioners, and
(3) a set of implications for HCI designers and engineers for
capturing designers’ intent.

BACKGROUND
Donald Schön, in his paper on the challenges of computer
support for design knowledge capture [33], states, “The de-
signer designs not only with the mind, but with the body and
senses, a fact that poses an interesting challenge to comput-
ers.” Yet, studies of designers’ behavior has largely focused
on uncovering their cognitive actions. While there are a few
bodies of work that also emphasize designers’ physical behav-
ior, the typical focus is on design methods, and not on digital
support. Research on multimodal interactions for design has
highlighted the importance of using speech and actions along

with sketches, but typically use video and audio to capture
these actions. The recent developments in non-traditional in-
teraction techniques that include tangible, haptic, verbal, and
even full-body interactions, have created an opportunity to
provide computational support for designers by capturing their
intent and rationale through their actions, speech, and sketches.
In this section, we review work in the fields of design research,
HCI support for ideation, and research on multimodal interac-
tions for design.

Sketching in Design Ideation
Sketching during design ideation typically involves quickly
drawn, loosely structured visual representations concerned
with broad features rather than detail [27]. Sketches serve
as an extension to working memory, reducing the burden of
storing and simultaneously operating on content [41]. In such
contexts, sketches can convey both, geometric and symbolic
information about a designers’ idea [28]. The role played
by sketches in design ideation can be broadly classified into
three themes [43], (1) “thinking sketches,” that support cog-
nitive aspects of idea generation, exploration, and evaluation,
(2) “talking sketches,” that serve as a means for communicat-
ing ideas, and (3) “storing sketches,” that act as an external
memory aid.

Understanding designers’ cognitive processes has been an
important focus area for previous research in this domain. An
early instance of such work is Goldschmidt’s [17] analysis
of “study sketches”—quick-and-dirty sketches that help the
designer reason their way through a design space. In this work,
Goldschmidt models the design process as a dialectic process
between “seeing as”—seeing figural properties in a sketch and
“seeing that”—eliciting non-figural properties from the sketch.
Studies by others [16, 34] also suggest that visual display of
information through sketching allows reinterpretation, a vital
component of design ideation. While these studies discuss
designers’ physical actions, they do so with the primary motive
of mapping them back to their cognitive processes. Suwa et
al. [38] extend earlier work by Suwa & Tversky [39] and create
a coding scheme for representing designers’ physical and non-
physical actions. While their work provides insights into the
types of physical actions used and relationships among them,
it does not discuss means for supporting them.

Studies on design ideation indicate that, apart from sketch-
ing, designers use a diverse set of verbal and visual strategies
for conveying ideas [35], such as pointing and verbal utter-
ances [45]. Digital design notebooks have brought a renewed
focus on supporting such physical actions [26], but doing so re-
quires an understanding of both the spatiotemporal properties
as well as the intent of the designer’s actions.

Digital Support for Design Ideation
Sutherland’s SketchPAD [37] remains the seminal work in
interactive design applications, paving the way for Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) systems and digital sketching interfaces.
Since then, the increasing use of digital devices in design
ideation has now made it possible to record and share one’s
voice and physical actions along with sketches. Such actions
have been shown to be useful for communication, both with



other designers and with one’s “future self”, who may refer to
these sketches in the future for inspiration.

Computer support tools for creative design should thus sup-
port both individuals and teams [36]. Yet, digital support
tools for ideation that goes beyond capturing sketches has typ-
ically focused on idea sharing via sketches, such as computer-
mediated group ideation [10, 19], team-based approaches to
sketching [30, 31, 47], and immersive environments for collab-
orative sketching [13, 15]. Computer support for individual
exploration of design spaces has primarily focused on imple-
menting algorithmic approaches to design, such as the Theory
of Inventive Problem-Solving (TRIZ) [11], or aiding synthesis
through shape grammar and analogy-based design [8].

In addition, observational studies focusing on designer’s ex-
pression typically focus on the sketching activity. Studies of
gestures and other forms of communication are conducted in
the context of collaborative work. For instance, a study by
Tang [40] on collaborative work found that hand gestures are
often used to communicate significant information, and that
the process of creating drawings conveys much more informa-
tion than the drawings themselves. Similarly, an analysis of
face-to-face interactions in design teams by Bekker et al. [6]
reveals that designers typically use kinetic gestures to enact
interactions between users and products, spatial gestures to
show distances, sizes, and shapes, and finally pointing ges-
tures to refer to objects/persons/places, to list items, and to
contrast two entities. There are fewer instances of computer
support tools that emulate a communication between a de-
signer sketching an idea and the same designer interpreting
that idea. This notion, called “representational talkback” has
been simulated in the form of digital sketching applications
that preserve the ambiguity of the sketches [22]. Thus, while
studies have shown that the act of sketching and the gestures
that accompany it are important, little work on digital support
for design ideation focuses on understanding and capturing
these forms of expression. Some instances of digital sup-
port for multimodal capture of designers’ actions are listed
in the following section. While most of these systems also
simulate collaborative work, they highlight the importance of
multimodal capture of designers’ actions, and the need for a
systematic mapping of actions and intent.

Multimodal Interfaces for Sketching
Multimodal interfaces for sketching have been researched
for over two decades. Speech was considered a natural ac-
companiment to the sketching action as it occurred over an
auditory channel, thus allowing visual attention to remain on
the sketch [14]. Gross et al. [18] developed a system they
called the design amanuensis that captured and associated
co-occurring sketch strokes and speech to be played back
together, in an imitation of how design researchers go over
design protocol data. Adler et al. [3] also supported speech
and sketching as a major aspect of multimodal interfaces for
early design, but sought to aid collaboration by having one
designer “explain” their sketches while sketching to another
designer who may not be physically present, but can play back
the explanation when needed. They identified “trimodal” inter-
actions of speech, sketch, and gesture that would be necessary
to communicate ideas, and suggested ways in which speech

and gestures can be used to both convey additional information
over the sketch, and in some instances, modify the sketch to
reflect designers’ intent [2]. In a later work, Adler [1] uses
this approach in a multimodal interactive dialogue system (MI-
DOS) that takes sketching and speech inputs from the user,
uses a physics simulator to interpret the sketched structure, and
interactively asks the user to resolve ambiguities. Similarly,
Bischel et al. [7] use speech features, specifically (spoken)
descriptions of actions, to separate sketch strokes that portray
structure from explanatory strokes, such as arrows indicating
motion or circles that draw focus to specific parts of the sketch.

While most speech-based sketching technologies use the sce-
nario of collaborative work to capture speech, studies have
shown that such technology allows users to replay the audio
from previous ideas, and develop variations, which leads to
better creative outcomes [32]. The notion of a designer talk-
ing by herself or to her device may have been strange in the
past, but recent proliferation in digital voice assistants such
as Alexa, Siri, and Google Assistant have made the act of
speaking to one’s devices more commonplace. While most
of the work discussed in this section uses cumbersome lab-
oratory setups, this is no longer necessary: the smartphone
and tablet, with its capacitive sensors, camera, microphone,
inertial measurement unit, and other sensors is increasingly
better equipped for multimodal interactions such as the ones
described above. Interaction modalities that use touch, grip,
and in-air gestures have been suggested for context-sensitive
interactions [9,21]. Design and HCI research is thus at a stage
where the capability of sensing, understanding, and capturing
a designer’s intentions based on their actions and context is
rapidly being realized. To this end, we intend to understand
what a designer expresses in the act of designing, and how they
express them, with the goal of providing a set of implications
for engineers and researchers seeking to create the next gener-
ation of digital design notebooks. Our motivation behind this
study is to support HCI researchers who are starting to look at
around-the-device interactions [20] as part of the multimodal
interaction set, which can be a less intrusive and more intuitive
way to capture the designer’s actions.

OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
In order to understand the way designers express their intent,
we need to observe them in a real-world problem-solving sce-
nario. Protocol analysis—qualitative analysis of a series of
temporal observations—has been used to analyze such be-
havior [38]. Since we are looking at design problem-solving
behavior, we adapted Structural Analysis [5], a systematic ap-
proach for analyzing verbal protocols that reveals the subject’s
problem-solving approaches and thought processes.

For this analysis, we first conducted a observational study
using a think-aloud protocol, where the participant is given
a design task, and asked to verbalize their thought process.
The study was set up to mimic a digital design notebook ca-
pable of capturing voice and physical actions in real time in
order to associate actions to intent. A microphone and camera
(pointed at the notebook) were used to capture audio and phys-
ical interactions. The recorded video was qualitatively coded
along two main categories: designers’ intent, i.e. behaviors



or utterances that reflected a specific intent pertinent to the
design task, and designers’ actions, i.e. nonverbal actions
performed by the designers during the task. We focused on
individual designers as opposed to a team because (a) we are
interested in the reflective conversation between the designer
and their sketch [4], and (b) our goal is to envision a system
where individual designers can use multimodal interactions
(including speech) to store their ideas.

Participants
We recruited six paid participants (3 female, 3 male, age 18–
40), five of whom were Ph.D. students in mechanical engineer-
ing, and one a postdoctoral researcher in mechanical engineer-
ing with a design major. One participant was left-handed, and
all participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. We
chose experienced participants for this study to lend higher
ecological validity to the identified behaviors. Experienced
participants would also show lower variability and thus even 6
participants can provide reliable data.

Tasks
Participants were given one of two design tasks:

T1 Design a bicycle rear suspension such that the horizontal
distance between the front and the rear wheels does not
vary when the suspension is engaged.

T2 Design a coffee container that allows astronauts to drink
hot coffee safely under zero(micro)-gravity conditions.

The two tasks were chosen to observe how designers approach
a problem from a familiar domain, and one from an unfamil-
iar domain. We were also interested in learning if there is
a difference in designers’ actions when designing in varied
domains. T1 was adapted from a case study by Ullman [42],
and focused on mechanical design, a domain familiar to the
participants, yet challenging enough to require iteration. T2
was chosen to take participants outside their comfort zone with
a non-traditional mechanical design problem. The task lasted
20 minutes, during which the participant generated solutions
for the given design problem. We asked participants to gen-
erate a minimum of three concepts for a given design task, to
push their exploration beyond common solutions [25].

Searching for existing designs also forms a primary compo-
nent of the design process. However, in order to keep the
study focused on the act of designing, we discouraged partici-
pants from searching for existing designs at the very beginning.
However, if they felt they were stuck, or were unclear about
the appearance of a component or mechanism, we allowed
them to use online search for reference. We also asked partici-
pants to follow up their sketching with explanations of their
designs (~5 mins). This paper focuses on understanding the
designer’s thought process during design and not on the de-
signs themselves. We therefore decided not to code the final
explanations. However, we did use their gestures during the
explanations to verify they were a subset of the gestures they
made while designing.

Conditions & Equipment
All participants were remotely located, and the tasks were thus
conducted via a videoconferencing setup. Participants used

webcams pointing down toward their table, to stream their
design activity. For the task itself, all participants used white
U.S. letter paper (8.5in × 11in), with pencils, erasers, and
markers for sketching. They were audio and video recorded at
the researcher’s end, and all sketches created by participants
were scanned and retained for the study.

Analysis
In order to identify categories of designers’ actions and ver-
balizations that describe designers’ intent, we coded the video
recording of the design tasks. The six resulting videos were
coded by two of the authors of this paper, with an overlap of
one video (~17%) between them. To do this, one coder initially
created a set of memos for one design task, identifying a set
of actions and intent categories. Both coders discussed each
category to finalize a codebook. The final set of codes used,
their descriptions, and samples from the data are provided in
Table 1. Both coders then independently coded the same video.
Using five-second windows to compare codes, they reached
an agreement Cohen’s kappa (κ) of 0.83, p < 0.001. A sample
set of codes (by one coder) for a ten-minute segment of one
participant’s video is shown in Fig. 2.

In order to identify the actions that accompany a particular
intent, we created a coding co-occurrence matrix between the
codes categorized under “designer intent” and those under
“designer action”. For the scope of this study, our interest
lies primarily in understanding how different designers may
express similar intents. Each cell of our co-occurrence matrix
(Table 2) thus reflects the number of participants observed
using an action to reflect an intent, rather than the number of
co-occurrences coded across participants.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The results from the protocol analysis exhibit distinct as well
as common actions across designers. We discuss the results
from our analysis from two perspectives:

• Diversity of Actions: First, our analysis focuses on identi-
fying the diversity in physical actions used to convey design
intent. This provides an understanding of the kinds of inter-
actions that future digital design notebooks need to support.

• Intent Expressed: Next, we discuss the use of physical
actions during different cognitive episodes (periods of de-
signer behavior that reflect an intent). Understanding such
co-occurrences can enable identification of design intent
through combinations of utterances, marks on paper and
gestures. This in turn can provide vital insights for creating
systems that can capture designers’ physical actions without
intrusion into their cognitive episodes, such as synthesizing
a solution or analyzing a design.

Diversity of Physical Actions
To understand the diversity in physical actions used we ex-
plore diversity in (1) physical realization and (2) representa-
tion. Both these facets provide vital insights to researchers
interested in supporting such physical actions through HCI
interfaces. Diversity in physical realization is discussed in
Table 3. In this table, we map distinct physical actions to the
intent we observed when designers performed these physical
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Figure 2. Screen capture of a ten-minute coded segment of one participant video, showing all instances of designer actions (blue) and designer intent
(orange). Designer actions such as pointing and gesturing are discrete events that mostly co-occur with, or closely precede/succeed sketching and
annotating actions. Coding designer intent based on verbalizations and context helps understand the purpose behind these actions.

Coding Category Description Coded Examples

Designer Intent
Problem or requirement
clarification

Participant expresses their understanding of the design
requirements

“That means somehow we need to attach this wheel with
a suspension system that only moves in this direction”
(gestures)

Searching for solutions Participant searches externally (online/books) for
solutions to the design problem

“I’m searching for” (types on computer as he speaks)
“straight. . . line. . . mechanism. . . , and the first one that
comes up is actually different than what I had seen
before.”

Describing a solution The participant describes a solution to the design
problem as they are thinking through the solution

“It should have a temperature sensor in here. . . ” (starts
sketching) “so this one shows the — whether the —
how hot the cup is. . . ”

Analyzing a design solution Participant analyzes a solution to find advantages,
shortcomings, or limitations.

“We could do a. . . Hamster bottle, um,” (starts sketching)
“so it will. . . oh, but there’s zero gravity. So that won’t
work.”

Selecting design solutions Participant selects potential solutions from a set of
candidates they have generated.

“So, at least one is this, (draws arrow to point at a con-
cept) another is this. . . ” (draws arrow to point at
another concept)

Describing a hypothetical design
scenario

Participant discusses a hypothetical scenario in which
s/he is solving the given design problem

“I’ll need to go back and ask the customer” (writes note
on sketch) “if this is okay.”

Designer Action
Sketching Participant makes a mark on the paper that represents

form, geometry, locations, or lines of action.
“It also. . . ” (sketches as he talks) “is connected. . . ”

(keeps sketching) “to another piece from the main
chassis. . . ”

Annotating Participant makes marks such as text, numbers, and
symbols.

“. . . it will continue to go through these small, thin,
tubules” (writes ‘tubules’ and draws an arrow in-
dicating part of sketch)

Pointing Participant points to one or more parts of the sketch or
specific artifact with one or more fingers(s), pencil(s),
and/or other objects.

“The system between the axle” (points with right in-
dex finger to axle on sketch) “and the pedals”
(points with left index finger to pedals) “is the same
length. . . ”

Gesturing to point Participant indicates a part of a sketch or artifact, but
uses a non-static gesture to point.

“. . . and that’s going to make this mechanism” (makes
circular gesture over the mechanism) “pretty small,
most likely.”

Gesturing to show
geometry or material

Participant makes a gesture with hand(s) and/or
pencil(s) to show shape, orientation, distance, or
material.

“. . . and then this hydraulic system kind of working to
maintain this distance (makes back-and-forth move-
ment with pen) here. . . ”

Gesturing to show motion Participant makes a gesture with hand(s) and/or
pencil(s) to show movement of a component or
assembly.

“This will give us our full vertical deformation” (makes
oscillatory motion with pencil over corresponding
part of sketch)

Table 1. Coding categories, descriptions, and examples

actions. We also further classify each action into “marking”
and “non-marking” actions, based on whether the pencil makes
a mark on the paper while performing an action.

The significance of the table is apparent when studying the va-
riety of sketches drawn by participants (Fig. 3). Some sketches
are heavily annotated, while others are not annotated at all.
Similarly, some sketches show a high-fidelity representation
of the concept, while others show the concept as an abstract,



Designer Intent Sketching Annotating Pointing Gesturing Gesturing to show Gesturing to
to point geometry/material show motion

Problem/requirement clarification 4 2 3 1 3 1
Searching for solutions 1 0 1 0 0 0
Describing a solution 6 5 6 6 5 5
Analyzing a design solution 6 3 4 4 2 2
Describing a design scenario 0 1 1 0 0 0
Selecting a design solution 0 1 1 0 0 0

Table 2. Number of participants (max: 6) that used an action (columns) to express a particular intent (rows) at least once.

formal mechanism diagram. Table 3, shows the various ways
in which participants expressed their intent. The combinations
of physical actions described in the table, provide an under-
standing of how sketching and non-sketching actions are used
to convey intent in design ideation. Table 3 also highlights the
extent of marking actions whose meanings are lost without the
accompanying verbalizations, and non-marking actions that
are lost entirely without a means to record them.

Figure 3. Sample sketches of a bike suspension (Task T1) and a micro-
gravity coffee container (Task T2). The sketches show the variety of
abstraction in the sketches, and the variation in their annotations.

These sections below discuss prevalent as well as unique
means used for representing each of the coded physical actions.
We also highlight the challenges/opportunities they present for
creating future digital design notebooks.

Sketching: True to the notion of sketching in design ideation
being “quick and dirty,” participants did not spend any time on
beautifying their concept sketches. We also noticed that par-
ticipants did not focus on the expressiveness of their strokes.
Thick lines and shading were primarily used for emphasizing
components that were either thin/small or contained complex
geometry, such as when sketching a one-way valve in a mouth-
piece, or insulation around the cups. We also noticed that
designers used “datum features” (ground, center lines) to refer-
ence the spatial location of sketch components. Such features
can provide vital clues for inferring implicit intent includ-
ing relational attributes among sketch components (e.g. A is
contained by B), symmetry, and trajectories.

We noticed two kinds of erasing actions for editing marks on
the paper: (1) corrections made when the mark was signifi-
cantly different from what was intended, and (2) modification
of drawn geometric features when refining or adding new ideas
to the sketch. The latter is particularly important as informa-
tion about the evolution of ideas is lost by this physical action.
This limitation is inherent to paper-based design notebooks.
Recent digital design frameworks such as skWiki [47] partly
address this issue by storing sketch histories through explicit

user interactions. Capturing and representing metadata asso-
ciated with these actions of erasing and editing can further
capture the rationale behind these changes.

Annotating: We also noticed that text annotations were pri-
marily used for explaining mechanisms and interface elements
(such as buttons). Thus, they act as a “user manual” that helps
resolve ambiguities when such sketches are reused in the fu-
ture. However, there were significant differences in the usage
of sketch annotations between participants. P1 had the highest
code coverage for annotation at 29% (percentage of overall
task time spent annotating), while P5 had the lowest (3%).
This represents the total time spent annotating, not the number
of instances of annotation observed.

We also observed some variations in the nature and manner of
the annotations made. There were instances of “floating anno-
tations,” which were not in physical proximity of, or linked to
sketch elements. There were also instances of “crossed anno-
tating,” or annotations spaced temporally, in which designers
paused while annotating one part of a sketch to draw an arrow
to a previous annotation. Without observing the designers
actually creating these annotations, it would be difficult to
unambiguously resolve the information they represent. Other
variations in annotating included directional inconsistencies
where annotation arrows sometimes pointed at the sketch, and
sometimes at the text, and finally occluding annotations that
were made on top of sketch elements (see Table 3).

Pointing: Pointing was the second most common action ob-
served, following sketching. This makes sense, given the
think-aloud nature of the study: participants would often talk
about their sketch and point to components and assemblies to
explain what they are doing. The most common mode of be-
havior observed for pointing was using the pencil or the finger
of either hand (see Table 3). We also observed participants
using a combination of pencil and a finger, or two fingers, for
pointing at two or more portions in the sketch, often to indi-
cate relative positions of components. Sometimes, pointing
was also done by creating marks on the paper, such as arrows
(without annotations), or marking over a spot on the sketch,
typically to refer to a point, axis, or center. An interesting
behavior we observed was designers pointing to items that do
not exist in the sketch, but are important considerations for
the overall idea (e.g. amount of coffee in the cup). In such in-
stances, verbal utterances are the only sources of information
that tell us about the object to which the designer refers.

The duration of pointing varied significantly between occur-
rences as well as participants: the pointing action that lasted
the shortest (0.4 sec) occurred when a participant (P1) pointed



Observed Action Observed Intent Type
Spatial Classification

On the Over the Away from
Surface Surface the Surface

Sketching
Marking strokes with variable line thickness Emphasizing parts of sketch Marking 3 – –
Marking strokes to create datum features Establishing spatial relationships among

components in sketch
Marking 3 – –

Editing strokes Refining ideas represented in sketches Marking 3 – –

Annotating
Text annotations Resolve ambiguities in sketch for future reuse Marking 3 – –
Floating annotations Linking ideas to non-sketched elements Marking 3 – –
Crossed annotations Refer to previous annotations in sketch Marking 3 – –
Occluding annotations Clarify components of the sketch using

annotations on top of sketch components
Marking 3 – –

Pointing
Pointing to sketch with pencil Refer to sketch and non-sketched elements Non-marking – 3 –
Pointing to sketch with finger Refer to sketch and non-sketched elements Non-marking 3 3 –
Pointing to sketch with finger + pencil Refer to sketch and non-sketched elements Non-marking 3 3 –
Pointing by drawing an arrow or a dot Refer to sketch and non-sketched elements Marking 3 – –

Gesturing to Point
Marking on the sketch Refer to an assembly or an area Marking 3 – –
Tracing over the sketch (hover) Refer to an assembly or an area Non-marking – 3 –
Hand pose & gestures based on sketched
geometry

Design moves [33] Non-marking – 3 –

Gesturing to describe geometry/material
Tracing over the sketch (hover) Refer to distance, orientation, or material Non-marking – 3 –
Gesture using 2 fingers (same or different
hand)

Refer to distances and orientations Non-marking – 3 3

Gesture using 1 finger and pencil Refer to distances and orientations Non-marking – 3 3
Hand as a proxy (using a specific pose) Proxy for a component or assembly, refer to a

shape
Non-marking – 3 3

Gesturing to describe motion
Tracing over the motion trajectory using
finger(s) on or over the paper

Describe a motion of a component Non-marking – 3 –

Indicating the motion trajectory using pencil
on or over the paper

Indicate translation, rotation, or deformation Marking 3 3 –

Hand as a proxy Show (complex) movement of components Non-marking – 3 3

Table 3. Types of coded physical actions observed for P1-P6. Intent was interpreted based on accompanying verbalizations (see Table 1).

to a component while he was sketching it. The pointing action
that lasted the longest (11 sec) happened when another partici-
pant (P2) pointed to a component with his non-dominant hand
for reference, and considered the geometrical constraints in
the rest of the assembly, using the pencil in his dominant hand
to point to the corresponding features. Separating the intent
of such simultaneously occurring pointing actions requires
access to the sketch and verbalizations at the same time.

This same participant also often pointed to earlier sketches he
had made to compare and contrast features with his current
design. Such pointing actions indicate that ideas in the older
sketch are being used as a reference for the new sketch. If
captured, such actions can provide a richer understanding of
lateral transformations [16] in design ideation.

Gesturing to Point: There is a subtle difference between
“gesturing to point” and “point”, in that the intent is similar,
but the object and the mechanism are different. Pointing is
often a more precise and discrete act: the designer points or
jabs with his finger, keeps it stationary for a short while, and
moves it away. Gesturing to point, on the other hand is a less
precise, and more continuous act: it occurs when referring to

a more general object such as an assembly or an area, and the
hand/pencil is in motion for the duration of the gesture.

Table 3 shows the various forms of gesturing-to-point observed
with the participants. As with pointing, there are marking and
non-marking gestures. The marking gestures take the form
of drawing over an existing line, feature, or component, to
refer to it. We also observed a corresponding non-marking
gesture where the participant traced out the rough shape of the
line, feature, or component in the air just above the paper. A
rougher, more approximate version of this has already been
discussed above, where the participant makes a circular motion
above the area of interest to indicate an assembly or region
(see “Gesturing to point” in Table 1 for an example).

A less-common gesture in this category was the use of the
thumb and forefinger spaced out over a component or feature
of the sketch. The space between the thumb and forefinger
now represented the component of interest, and the participant
could then “place” the component at other locations to explore
different scenarios or alternatives. These are indicative of
“design moves” [33] where the designer explores configuration
changes in a design. Capturing such moves not only keeps a



record of the scenarios considered, but also gives us insight
into the designer’s creative and analytical processes.

Gesturing to Describe Geometry/Material: Table 3 shows
that “gesturing to describe geometry/material” is unique: no
version of it produced marks on paper. Main uses of this
gesture referred to situations where participants indicated dis-
tance, orientation, or in some cases, material. Participant P1,
for instance, worked on the coffee container task (T2), and
used a rapid series of diagonal strokes above the paper to in-
dicate the amount of coffee (full/half full) he considers to be
in the container. Another participant (P5) used a tracing-over
gesture in the air to indicate an insulated region in her design.

Participants also used combinations of two fingers (same
hand), two fingers (both hands), or pencil and finger (both
hands) to indicate distances and orientations above the sketch.
This is similar to the “gesturing to point” with the thumb and
forefinger discussed above, but the intent here is to describe a
property rather than to explore scenarios. Multiple participants
also showed distances and orientations using a finger or pencil
by rapidly moving it back and forth between two points.

Finally, two participants used their hands as a proxy to indicate
the shape of a component. P2 used both hands to indicate the
shape of mechanism linkage used in a bicycle design, while
P3 shaped her dominant hand to show the geometry of the cup
when discussing the need for insulation. These gestures, where
the hands are used as a proxy for a component or assembly,
are more difficult to track and understand, but for the designer,
it is a convenient abstraction to visualize their concept.

Gesturing to Describe Motion: The most common gesture
to describe motion was observed to be using the pencil tip over
the paper to show the motion trajectory of a component. Some
alternatives to this action were the use of a finger instead of
the pencil (touching or not touching the paper), and in some
cases, showing movement with the pencil tip, but occasionally
touching the paper to create a mark.

Multiple fingers were used together on or above the paper to
indicate translation, rotation, or deformation. Participant P2
used two fingers touching the paper at two sketched features,
and moved them to show a pivoting movement of a bicycle
swingarm. P6 used her finger and thumb to indicate mounting
points of a spring, and performed a squeezing gesture above
the paper with those fingers to indicate spring compression.

Finally, some participants used their hands as proxies while
verbally referring to the design to show movements. Partici-
pant P5 used both hands to show an opening/closing motion
of a lid after sketching it out, to visualize and talk about how
it would work, while P3 used her hand to show a squeezing
motion to indicate deformation of a coffee container design.
There is a significant overlap of gesturing modes with showing
geometry and gesturing to point, with the differentiating factor
being the intentionality behind the act. This is revealed chiefly
through context and verbalizations.

Action vs. Intent: Co-occurrence Cases
All activities under designer intent were coded based on a
combination of verbalizations and observed actions from the

video data. Table 2 shows correlations between designer intent
and actions through a frequency analysis of co-occurrence
among the 6 participants. We noticed that actions were often
repeated across the coded intent categories. This reduces their
use as a method for discerning between intents. However,
the lack of “intent–action” pairs can provide interesting clues
about the state of the ideation process. For example, while
searching for solutions, designers shifted their focus to the
laptop, and therefore very little actions was performed on
or above the design notebook. Similarly, activities such as
“describing a design scenario” and “selecting a design solution”
also seemed to move designers’ focus away from the notebook.

From a study of the code coverage, it became apparent that the
primary activities reflecting designers’ intent during the design
tasks were describing solutions (average 44% of participant
time) and analyzing solutions (average 13% of participant
time). Note that “describing a solution” does not just stand for
the description of a solution after the fact; it includes the de-
signer thinking through the solution as well. Temporal analysis
of the codes shows (Fig. 3) that designers frequently switched-
back-and-forth between the two activities. This behavior is
indicative of the designer having a dialogue with their design
sketch [17]. Table 2 shows individual participant actions for
these two primary activities. The table shows that most of
the designers’ actions occur when they are either describing
a solution, or analyzing a solution. This is partly because
these two activities dominate the duration of the task, but
also because of the reflective dialogue mentioned above. We
found that, apart from sketching, the use of physical actions
significantly varied across participants for both intents. For
example, P6 had very few (N=3) annotations actions across
the two tasks in comparison to P1 (N=37). Similarly, even
though P2 and P4 worked on the same design problem, the
number of pointing-related actions (“pointing” & “gesturing
to point”) used by them varies significantly (N=35 and N=6
respectively). Our analysis of the participants suggests that
the use of non-sketching actions in depends on the design
problem, designers’ habits, and the artifact being created.

To get a better understanding how each action is used in the
context of these two activities, we explored episodes of design-
ers’ activity in detail. Figure 4 illustrates two such episodes,
which were among the most densely-coded periods. Such
periods are characterized by multiple physical activities, with
designers rapidly switching between them. As discussed ear-
lier, we found that similar actions were repeated across the two
intents. We could not observe any specific temporal pattern
of actions in these two intents. We also analyzed whether the
observed actions made marks-on-paper to understand whether
they were captured in the design notebooks used. In the
episodes shown in Figure 4, we see that 6/14 coded actions for
“describing a sketch” and 6/12 coded actions for “analyzing a
sketch” do not create marks on paper. Such actions provide
vital clues about decision-making processes in design ideation.
To illustrate, consider the following excerpt from P2’s analy-
sis, “one problem... no matter how we do this (points to rear
wheel)... the reason that bicycles have a bar (points to bicycle
pedals)... this is what pivots (gestures to show how it pivots
using his hand as a proxy)... and the reason for that is that we



Intent: Describing a Solution Intent: Analyzing a Solution

Sketch Annotate Point Gesture: Gesture: Gesture: Sketch Annotate Point Gesture: Gesture: Gesture:
to point geom./mat.l motion to point geom./mat.l motion

P1 26 34 32 5 3 0 4 1 2 3 1 0
P2? 22 5 13 3 1 2 6 11 14 5 4 3
P3 13 19 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
P4? 24 0 2 4 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
P5 12 5 11 2 3 8 2 2 5 3 0 1
P6? 14 3 6 6 2 4 1 0 1 1 0 0

NOTE: Participants marked with ? worked on the bike suspension design task (T1), while the rest worked on the coffee container task (T2)

Table 4. Number of coded instances of designer action for each participant (P1–P6) for the two most-observed instances of designer intent
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Sketching

Pointing

Annotating

Gesturing	to	show	motion
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Gesturing	to	point

I I I

I I

I I

Describing	a	solution	(P6)

Sketching

Pointing

Annotating

Gesturing	to	show	motion

Gesturing	to	show	geometry	or	material

Figure 4. Sample coded segments with time stamps for “describing a
solution” and “analyzing a solution”. Actions that marked the paper
are indicated using boxes with a white vertical line in the center.

do not actually want the distance for the chain to increase.”
Herein, he highlights vital considerations using a combination
of utterances and non-marking gestures. These considerations
form the basis for all designs he subsequently creates. Paper
design notebooks cannot capture this rationale without the use
of accompanying audio and video data.

IMPLICATIONS
Our results suggest that HCI research on creating digital design
notebooks should not treat sketches as the sole focus of design
ideation. This focus on sketches has already led to a fixation
on creating tools for (1) easing creation, storage, & sharing
of sketches, and (2) enriching sketches through multimedia
data such as images, sound, and animation. Results from our
analyses show that while designers primarily use sketches and
annotations to express themselves, they also use actions such
as pointing and gesturing, which, along with verbalizations,
could help capture their intent, process, and rationale. Our
review of multimodal interfaces for sketching has shown that
speech-based and multimodal interfaces are typically designed
for collaborative scenarios. With recent developments in voice-
based interactions, there is potential for the designer, even
when working alone, to verbalize, capture, and contextualize
their thought processes. Here we will suggest directions, based
on our results, for designing digital design notebooks that
capture the designers’ intention as well as the designed artifact.

Expanding the Sensory Envelope: Typically, tablet-based
sketching interfaces rely on a “sensory envelope” that is lim-
ited to the capacitive field over the device surface. Interactions
are thus constrained to pen and touch. Typically, existing
sketching systems merely capture the digital equivalent of
“marks on paper”—sketches, annotations, and gestures that
leave marks on paper, as seen in Table 3. However, they are
capable of capturing sketching, annotating, pointing, and ges-
tures that occur just over the surface of the paper. In addition,
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Figure 5. Spatial classification of coded physical actions observed in
the studies, and typical research/technological developments that can be
used to capture these actions.

we recorded other actions, such as using hands as a proxy
for an object, mechanism, or deformation of the design, that
occurred “away from the surface.” We thus group the ob-
served actions into three categories based on their relation to
the sketching surface: on-the-surface, above-the-surface, and
away-from-the-surface actions. Interaction modalities such
as FingerIO [29] and Expressy [44] are already capable of
capturing these and other around-the-device interactions. With
the recent proliferation of wearable devices, especially smart-
watches, the ability to sense, anticipate, and interpret physical
actions has been significantly augmented. For instance, in-
ertial measurement units on smartwatches have been used
in combination with touchscreens to interpret the intention
behind various touch events [44]. Gesture-based interfaces
are becoming more portable thanks to devices like the Leap
Motion. Prior work has also used speech to distinguish the in-
tention behind sketch strokes [7]. A similar setup can be used
to identify the intention behind on-the-surface and above-the-
surface interactions, and through the use of voice recording or
transcribed text, associate them with sketched features. Fig-
ure 5 maps different on-, over- and away-from-surface actions
to related technologies that can be used to capture them.

Capturing Contextual Information: While coding the par-
ticipant videos to identify designers’ intention, it became clear
that voice, sketches, annotations, or gestures in isolation can-
not provide sufficient information. In fact, it was sometimes
necessary to look at a window of time preceding and/or fol-
lowing the episode of interest, in order to establish context.



While there were dominant actions observed across partici-
pants for each identified intent, there was also a fair amount of
variations between participants (Table 4). Personal voice assis-
tants such as Alexa and Siri have developed a combination of
data mining and machine learning techniques to infer context
from a record of user utterances. While such assistants are
now built into most handheld devices, issues such as anaphor
resolution—identifying what a user refers to when they use a
pronoun—still remains an open problem. Augmenting these
systems with touch and gesture will, in the context of design
ideation, help resolve these issues. For instance, a designer
may say while sketching or pointing, “. . . and then this hy-
draulic system kind of working to maintain this distance”. A
synchronized record of speech and pointing actions will re-
solve what they mean by “this” in each context. Similarly,
annotation and sketching processes take longer to complete
than accompanying verbalizations, which explains why the
verbalizations tend to be spaced out. Keeping a temporal
record of verbalizations that co-occurred with the creation-to-
completion time of a sketch can help associate sketches with
verbal descriptions, and help identify higher-level processes
such as the designer switching between synthesis and analysis
modes. Speech, sketch, and gesture have indeed been identi-
fied as the “trimodal” interactions of designers [3], as we saw
in the background section, early approaches to capture multi-
modal design interactions use a combination of audio, video,
and stroke records to interpret designer intent. This does not
stop at capture: researchers envision sketching interfaces for
design to be able to recognize, capture, and support the kinds
of visual reasoning that designers perform [12]. In our study,
our mapping of action, mode, and intent (Table 3) was possible
only through the accompanying speech (see Table 1). Multi-
modal interaction systems that aim to capture design intent
will thus need to be able to “understand” the designers’ speech
and use accompanying actions to establish context.

Representing Metadata: For our study, we used video
recordings of participants, and qualitative analysis software
to identify and code actions and intent. However, playing
back relevant video for a sketch is cumbersome and time-
consuming in a design scenario. On-the-surface and above-
the-surface gestures can be represented as animated traces on
top of sketches. Gestures to indicate motion can use simi-
lar traces, or be used to animate parts of sketches, similar to
tools such as Draco [24] and Kitty [23], though inferring rele-
vant sketch segmentation could be a challenge. As mentioned
earlier, verbalizations are critical to establish context, and a
combination of sketch clustering techniques (e.g. Zhao et
al. [48]) and voice annotation can be used to provide relevant
data at different levels of resolution.

LIMITATIONS
While our study helped understand the actions through which
designers express their intent, it has a few associated limita-
tions. Firstly, it may be argued that the think-aloud protocol is
not indicative of a designer’s actual process (they would not
talk aloud when designing by themselves). A limitation of
using a think-aloud study is that in episodes with prolonged si-
lence, we were unable to infer intent. In a couple of instances,
the researcher reminded the designer to verbalize his/her in-

tent, which may have affected their thought process. However,
there are few alternatives to gain an insight into the designer’s
thought process. As we saw in the results, verbalizations,
while not sufficient, are necessary to obtain context and ra-
tionale for a particular design decision. It can also be argued
that if the goal is to suggest interactions that can store rich
metadata, then speech needs to be one of them. This may not
me a great hurdle considering the average users’ increasing
comfort with digital voice assistants.

Secondly, the design tasks themselves are focused on (1) con-
ceptual design, and (2) come from the domain of physical
products. However, the overlap in the types of actions and
intents we observed (across the six participants) indicates that
they represent common, consistent patterns. We do acknowl-
edge that a follow-up study with a more comprehensive set of
design tasks, spanning multiple domains such as interaction
design, industrial design, and graphic design, will need to be
considered to identify a more diverse set of actions.

Finally, the qualitative coding was more detailed when it came
to actions, and less so when it came to designers’ intent. For
instance, “describing a design solution” can further be divided
into stages such as “exploring alternatives”, “modifying exist-
ing designs”, and “creating a new design” etc. However, the
focus of the study was on designers’ actions reflecting their
intent, and less on the design process. We believe that the
scope and the depth of the study was sufficient to glean useful
insights from the participants’ actions.

Paper-based studies such as ours also have the limitation that
they do not anticipate new forms of interactions, such as using
the device itself as a proxy (to show movement, orientation
etc.) for the sketch it contains. However, our goal with this
study is to develop a better understanding of how designers
express themselves through a medium with which they are
familiar and comfortable. Future iterations of this study can
accommodate how designers develop new ways to express
themselves with digital media.

CONCLUSION
We have presented results from an observational study of de-
signers engaged in design tasks. Our goal was to understand
the role of both sketching and non-sketching actions in ex-
pressing the designer’s intent. To do this, we categorized the
physical actions of the designers under sketching, annotat-
ing, pointing, and various gesturing actions, and based on
these actions and their verbal utterances, identified their intent.
Through our analysis, we understood the importance of pre-
serving “non-marking” actions—actions that do not create a
mark on paper—and preserving the context of “marking” ac-
tions, in capturing the reasoning behind the designer’s actions.
Finally, we discuss implications for recording and representing
designers’ actions in order to capture designers’ intent in the
next generation of digital design notebooks.
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